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Exploring the Effects of Problem Framing on Solution Shifts: A Case Analysis

Abstract

The way design problems are presented may influence an engineer’s ideation process, and eventually, the design outcomes. We aimed to explore the ways in which pre-engineering students shift their design ideas based on different framings of design problems. We evaluated ideas with respect to the metric of paradigm-relatedness, which refers to the extent to which an idea works within the explicitly stated and commonly understood bounds of a problem, versus moves beyond those bounds. Thirteen prospective engineering students participated in the study. Students were first given a problem statement framed in a way that didn’t encourage any particular type of solution. The students were asked to generate solutions to the problem using visual and verbal depictions. Subsequently, they were given a second problem framed either to encourage practical solutions based on pre-existing designs or framed to encourage radical solutions not based on pre-existing designs. Ideas were coded as either paradigm-preserving or paradigm-modifying. We identified students whose ideas shifted from more of one type to more of another from their first ideation session to their second, as well as students whose ideas remained consistent. We analyzed their generated idea sets and reflection questionnaires to describe the influence of the framed design problem statements on their ideation approaches. The findings illustrate that problem framing can influence the paradigm-relatedness of ideas generated in a design tasks, both in more adaptive directions and in more innovative directions. However, our findings also illustrate that problem framing is not always successful in causing an individual to shift in their ideation approach, and so additional factors such as individuals’ cognitive styles should also be taken into account.

Introduction

The importance of the design process as a key to innovation is well established.\textsuperscript{1,2} However, simply implementing a design process is not guaranteed to lead to innovative outcomes. Innovative solutions are more likely to result when designers are more explicit about the way a problem is framed or scoped, and choose to either work deliberately within that frame or to seek out alternative frames.\textsuperscript{3-5} By working within given or well-understood frames for understanding a problem, one can utilize the design process to improve existing ideas incrementally and optimize their value.\textsuperscript{6} Alternatively, a designer can change the given frame and look at the problem in a way that hasn’t been used before, potentially leading to radically new solutions to consider. Successful and experienced designers are proactive in problem framing, and use those different frames to direct their search for possible solutions.\textsuperscript{7} Schön\textsuperscript{8} described how designers frame a problematic design situation by setting its boundaries and selecting particular objects and relations for attention, and then use that frame to impose a coherence that guides their subsequent design activities. In sum, how designers frame a problem can have a productive influence on the kinds of solutions they will consider.

There is some evidence to suggest that individuals have stable, natural tendencies when it comes to generating ideas to solve problems. Kirton\textsuperscript{9,10} describes these stable, natural tendencies as one’s cognitive style. According to the theory underlying cognitive style, some individuals prefer to generate more incremental ideas (referred to as adaptive ideas), while others prefer to generate
more radical ideas (referred to as innovative ideas). Still others may prefer to generate ideas somewhere along the continuum from incremental to radical. Designers may choose to actively frame a problem in ways that are consistent with their cognitive style, and thus reinforce their preference to generate ideas of one type or another.

Although designers may use their own experience or cognitive style to guide their problem framing, situational factors may ultimately determine what sort of framing is best suited for generating innovative solutions in a particular problem context. In some cases, the ideal outcome is a radical shift from the current state, and in other instances, the ideal outcome is an improvement that better optimizes the way it is currently done. In still other cases, the ideal outcome may lie somewhere in the middle of a radical or incremental change. Since the ideal outcome depends so much on the particulars of the situation, there is no inherent or absolute greater or lesser value attached to a solution that shifts far from the existing paradigm versus one that stays close within the existing paradigm. Radical change and incremental change are likely both valuable for innovation as each is necessary in specific situations.

As one’s natural ideation style may not always match what is necessary in a particular situation, there exists a need for tools or strategies that facilitate one’s flexibility in generating ideas that are different than their natural approaches. One such tool is actively reframing the problem for the designer by re-wording, re-describing or re-emphasizing features of the written problem statement. For example, Spradlin relates how a clear statement of the core issues of a problem can help make the problem accessible to a diverse range of individuals, including those with expertise far outside the problem’s domain. Problem statements can be framed in many different ways, as there are many different features of a problem, including what sorts of details or examples are given or what the goals for the designer should be. In this paper, we consider how problem framings may specifically encourage more radical or more incremental ways of approaching a problem. Our goal was to look at specific cases in which engineering students did or did not make shifts in the types of solutions they generated based on a different framing of the problem. Through analysis of these situations, we can better understand how problem framing can serve as a tool to facilitate flexibility in how individual designers approach design problems and generate innovative solutions.

This work is part of a larger series of studies with goals to understand and improve the flexibility with which engineering students approach idea generation. Students may come to engineering programs with their own preferences for how to approach design problems, or may develop those preferences in their engineering programs. But in order to maximize their innovative capacity, there may be value in helping those students to develop comfort and skills to deviate from their preferred ideation when other approaches may be better suited to a particular problem. Our larger project considers a range of ideation interventions—such as ideation tools and teaming—and a range of ideation outcomes—such as variety and elaboration. However, this current study was primarily focused on one such intervention—problem framing—and one such outcome—paradigm-relatedness. To that end, the research question guiding this present study was: In what ways do different problem framings influence the paradigm-relatedness of design ideas generated by beginning engineering students?
Background

Idea Generation

Idea generation is part of any open-ended problem-solving process where there are multiple options that could be pursued. Idea generation occurs most notably in the early stages of design, when designers propose solution options that they will later explore and refine (or reject). The goal in idea generation is to find and explore those possible options, in which some options are obvious, and others require more time and effort to find. Innovative outcomes are often traced to this idea generation phase of design, as the range and quality of those early concepts structure and limit which ideas can be developed further into final solutions.\(^{14,15}\)

Design research indicates that successful ideation involves both divergent and convergent thinking, meaning there are times in the process when designers generate multiple ideas for consideration, as well as times when designers narrow down the selection of ideas and elaborate on the details of one (or a few) of them.\(^{16-18}\) More, and more varied, ideas increase the potential for more innovative design outcomes as a designer is considering a larger portion of the solution space and increasing the number of possibilities available during concept evaluation and selection.\(^{14,15}\) This, in turn, increases the potential for generating a design solution that best meets a problem’s given constraints. However, it may also be the case that particular types of solutions are more productive for particular types of problems, and so simply considering more ideas and more diverse ideas may not be effective if those ideas aren’t especially suited for the particular problem. Regardless of whether there is one ideal approach to idea generation or different approaches suited for different problems, idea generation plays a valuable role in achieving innovative outcomes to complex design problems.

Paradigm-Relatedness

Researchers interested in supporting creative idea generation seek to evaluate different tools and methods to help designers come up with creative ideas. However, at a more basic level, they need to be able to identify what counts as a creative idea in order to properly evaluate those tools and methods. Different metrics and ways to analyze creative products and ideas have emerged,\(^ {19,20}\) but there is not a consensus about which one dimension or characteristic of an idea is the most important. Some researchers suggest that in order for an idea to be creative it has to be both useful and novel.\(^ {21,22}\) It turns out that both usefulness and novelty are difficult to precisely define and likely have a number of sub-constructs or dimensions.

Dean et al.\(^ {21}\) reviewed many different studies of idea evaluation and concluded that novelty can best be understood as two related constructs, originality and paradigm-relatedness. Paradigm-relatedness refers to the extent to which an idea either works within or challenges the currently prevailing paradigms, frames or habitual routines used to constrain and think about a particular problem. On one end of the paradigm-relatedness construct are paradigm-preserving ideas, which emerge from and operate within existing ways of thinking about a problem. Paradigm-preserving ideas are evolutionary in their nature. On the other end are paradigm-modifying ideas, which are revolutionary in that they emerge from and operate within redefined boundaries or entirely new ways of thinking about a problem. Both paradigm-preserving and paradigm-
modifying ideas have their own benefits and are equally valuable in an exploration of the solution space.

Paradigm-relatedness is often related to cognitive style\textsuperscript{9,10} as paradigm-preserving ideas are thought to be consistent with a more adaptive cognitive style, and paradigm-modifying ideas are thought to be consistent with a more innovative cognitive style. Providing some support for the relationship between cognitive style and paradigm-relatedness, research that assessed paradigm-relatedness in idea generation found that more innovative individuals did tend to generate more paradigm-modifying ideas than more adaptive individuals.\textsuperscript{23} However, the same study found that cognitive style was not the only aspect that influenced paradigm-relatedness, as exposing individuals to either paradigm-preserving or paradigm-modifying example ideas also influenced those individuals to generate more ideas of that particular type.\textsuperscript{23} So although cognitive style may play a role in the types of ideas that designers generate, there is still opportunity for interventions or situational characteristics to have an influence as well.

Design Problem Framing

Much of the prior research on paradigm-relatedness has focused on the influence of example ideas as stimuli to encourage designers to generate ideas of one type or another.\textsuperscript{23-25} To the best of our knowledge, the role of the problem statement itself has not been studied directly. As we have detailed in our previous research,\textsuperscript{26} there are many features of problem statements that can be framed in different ways to influence the approach taken by the designer. Problem framing basically refers to the alternative ways a problem can be stated or communicated, even when the underlying problem is the same. Framing effects can have a large effect on decision-making generally,\textsuperscript{27,28} but are equally relevant for studying design ideation in particular. For example, there is evidence that it is possible to frame design problems to emphasize ideation goals such as quantity,\textsuperscript{29} novelty,\textsuperscript{30} or creativity\textsuperscript{31} of ideas. What is not as well studied is whether design problem statements can be framed in ways that impact the paradigm-relatedness of ideas. In our prior work,\textsuperscript{26} we suggested that it is theoretically likely that manipulating the constraints and the criteria of a given problem statement will influence paradigm-relatedness. In particular, we proposed that in order to encourage more paradigm-preserving ideas, design problems should include more specified constraints, along with criteria that place more value on solutions that build on already existing solutions to the same or similar problems. In contrast, to encourage more paradigm-modifying ideas, design problems should include criteria that place more value on solutions that are radically different from existing solutions, and should explicitly instruct the designer not to be bound by specific constraints. The influence of alternative problem framings on the paradigm-relatedness of generated ideas is now the subject of this current study. We take the next step toward understanding empirically whether individuals actually respond to alternative problem framings in the ways that we hypothesized.

Methods

As an overview, our study was designed to provide us with case data of the influence of problem framing on the paradigm-relatedness of generated ideas. We conducted the study with pre-engineering students who each participated in two ideation sessions. In the first session, the students all generated ideas with a design problem framed in a neutral way so as not to encourage generating ideas of one type or another. In the second session, students were randomly
assigned to either a design problem framed to encourage paradigm-preserving ideas or a design problem framed to encourage paradigm-modifying ideas. After each session, the students completed a reflection questionnaire. We then coded the ideas the students generated with respect to paradigm-relatedness and looked for cases that demonstrated when the problem framing did have an impact and when it did not. Finally, the cases were used to illustrate and better understand how problem framing influenced the paradigm-relatedness of the generated ideas.

Participants

The participants of the study were 13 high school students (2 female, 11 male) attending a summer outreach program for prospective engineering students at a large Midwestern university. All of the students had just completed their eleventh grade year of high school and were either 16 or 17 years of age. All had expressed a desire to major in engineering in college.

Materials

Design Problems

There were two design problem contexts used in the study so that students would be able to generate ideas in a different problem context for each of their ideation sessions. Since we aimed to understand the effect of framing on the initial set of ideas that students generate, we chose to expose the students to a new problem in each session. This approach provides a bigger separation between the ideation sessions and allows for a potentially larger impact of the change in framing. The two problem contexts were titled Lids and Snow, and both were adapted from prior design research. In our prior work, we developed a design problem framework that included a more detailed description of the development of the problem statements. For the purposes of the current study, we review some of the critical points. The Lids problem challenged students to design a way for individuals who have limited or no use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container with one hand. The Snow problem challenged students to design a way for individuals without lots of skill and experience skiing or snowboarding to transport themselves on snow. In addition to a needs statement, each problem included a paragraph for background context and brief instructions. Both problem contexts were modified into three different framings: (1) neutral framing, (2) adaptive framing, and (3) innovative framing. The neutral framing was intended to leave designers uninfluenced with respect to their natural ideation processes. In theory, the neutral framing would provide designers the freedom to generate whatever types of ideas that they most preferred. The adaptive framing imposed additional constraints to the problem, and explicitly encouraged designers to generate practical solutions based on pre-existing designs. We hypothesized that students given an adaptively framed problem would be more likely to generate a greater proportion of their ideas as paradigm-preserving. The innovative framing was constructed to encourage the designers to generate radical solutions that were not based on pre-existing designs. We hypothesized that students given an innovatively framed problem would be more likely to generate a greater proportion of their ideas as paradigm-modifying. The complete set of problems is included in Appendix A. The problem descriptions used in the study were not explicitly labeled as neutral, adaptive, or innovative when they were presented to the students, however the bolded statements did attempt to make explicit and salient the particular types of ideas that were being encouraged.
Reflection Questionnaire

We used a post-ideation reflection questionnaire to assess how students perceived the concepts they generated and their perception about the framing of the design problem statement. The questionnaire included both Likert scales and open-ended questions. For example, questions included: “On a scale from 1 to 7, how creative do you feel that your ideas were?” and “Imagine that you asked a co-worker to generate additional solution ideas for this same design problem. In a few sentences, explain to your co-worker what to focus on when coming up with their own solution ideas.” The full list of questions is included in Appendix B.

Procedure

The study included two sequential ideation sessions, which lasted approximately 90 minutes in total. After a brief introduction to the role of idea generation in the design process, each student was randomly given a neutrally framed version of one of the two design problems. The students had 20 minutes to generate ideas individually. The students were instructed to record each new idea on a separate page using a structured idea sheet with designated space for visual sketches and for verbal descriptions. Following this first ideation session, the students responded to the post-activity reflection questionnaire individually. They were given 10 minutes to complete the questionnaire. After a short break, the students were randomly assigned to either an adaptively or an innovatively framed design problem for the second ideation session. They were given whichever problem context they had not been given in the first session. To minimize the potential for an order effect, we counterbalanced the order of the problem contexts, such that some participants received the Snow problem first and the Lids problem second, and others received them in the reverse order. Students were again given 20 minutes to generate ideas. At the conclusion of the second ideation session, students completed another post-activity reflection questionnaire.

Analysis Plan

In order to analyze cases that illustrate the influence of problem framing on paradigm-relatedness, we first coded all of the generated ideas with respect to paradigm-relatedness, and then were intentional in how we selected cases that illustrated both when problem framing did impact paradigm-relatedness as well as when it did not. We utilized the actual ideas that students generated to be the primary data source for assessing whether a change occurred. We then utilized students’ responses on the reflection questionnaire as the primary data source for determining to what extent and in what ways the students were aware of the influence of the problem framing on the types of ideas they generated.

Paradigm-Relatedness Coding

Each idea generated by the participants was coded for paradigm-relatedness. Our coding scheme was consistent with prior studies on idea generation and paradigm-relatedness. In their review of the literature on idea evaluation, Dean et al. found that paradigm-relatedness can best be evaluated by considering the elements of the problem and the relationships between those elements. Paradigm-preserving ideas use elements commonly found in the problem context, and maintain the relationships between those elements. For example, in our Snow problem context
typical solutions include skis, snowboards, and other common modes of transportation on snow. For each common element there are usually typical ways that the element relates to other elements or to the user. For example, skis are usually placed on the user’s feet and controlled by the user’s shifting weight. In contrast, paradigm-modifying ideas may introduce new elements not commonly found in the problem context, or alter the relationships between elements in a problem, or both. Staying with the Snow problem context, an uncommon element could be something like a harpoon that a user shoots and then pulls them along. Harpoons are not commonly used in transportation generally or in snow transportation specifically. An example of change in relationships could be an idea that has the user orient themselves differently with respect to a common element, such as designing a way for user to kneel on skis and use their hands to shift their weight and the angles of the skis for control. Dean et al.\textsuperscript{21} found that using a context-specific coding scheme was required to effectively evaluate paradigm-relatedness. To that end, we developed a coding manual specific for the Lids problem and another for the Snow problem that included examples of both paradigm-preserving and paradigm-modifying elements and relationships in each context.

In addition to elements and relationships, other research has looked at the focus and assumptions of the problem context to identify the paradigm-relatedness of ideas.\textsuperscript{24} Focus and assumptions refer to whether an idea solves the problem as explicitly stated in the problem statement, or rather, solves a larger problem or violates a given assumption. For example, a paradigm-preserving idea for the Snow problem would include an individual transporter, as asked for in the problem statement. In contrast, a paradigm-modifying idea could recognize that a larger problem is moving a user from one location to another, and so it may not be necessary to have the user control the transporter individually. For example, skis and snowboards and modifications thereof are paradigm-preserving as they rely on the individual user to provide the primary means of control. However, a paradigm-modifying idea could include a solution that uses some sort of public transportation or shared solution that still moves individuals from one place to another, but doesn’t require the user to learn how to control the device. This kind of idea effectively solves a larger problem while violating one of the stated assumptions of the problem.

For this study, an idea was coded as paradigm-preserving if both the elements and the relationships were considered common to that sort of problem and the idea works within the focus and assumptions as explicitly stated in the problem statement. Ideas were coded as paradigm-modifying if the elements or relationships were uncommon, or if the solution violates a stated assumption of the problem while still solving a larger problem. Coding of ideas included coding each separate sub-dimension (elements, relationships, focus, assumptions), and then using those four sub-codes to determine an overall paradigm-relatedness code. In general, if an idea was coded as paradigm-modifying on more than one of the four sub-dimensions then it was coded overall as paradigm-modifying.

Two undergraduate research assistants applied the paradigm-relatedness coding scheme. The pool of ideas was blinded and randomly sorted so that the coders did not know from which participant or from which problem framing each idea was generated. The two coders trained on a subset of the ideas until they achieved an understanding of the coding scheme and general agreement about how to apply the coding scheme between them. Then, each coder coded the entire set of ideas independently. After training, the inter-rater agreement for each sub-dimension and the overall paradigm-relatedness ranged from 92% to 96%. The Cohen’s Kappa values were
for focus, assumptions, elements, relationships, and overall respectively. All disagreements were then resolved through discussion between the two coders to arrive at an overall paradigm-relatedness code for each idea. This consensus code was the one used in our analysis.

Selecting Case Examples

Our goal for the case examples was to select examples that illustrated a change in the types of ideas that were generated from the neutral framing to the second framing, as well as examples where a change was not evident. We started by looking at the number and proportion of each participant’s total ideas that were paradigm-preserving versus paradigm-modifying and how that changed from the first ideation session to the second. For participants given the adaptive framing, we would expect that the number and proportion of paradigm-preserving ideas would be increased relative to the neutral framing. Conversely, for participants given the innovative framing, we would expect that the number and proportion of paradigm-modifying ideas would be increased relative to the neutral framing.

There were 79 total ideas generated by participants in the study so on average, each participant generated a total of three ideas per ideation session ($SD = 1.3$). Sixteen of the total ideas (20%) in our dataset were coded as paradigm-modifying, so that on average each participant generated either zero or one paradigm-modifying ideas ($SD = 0.9$) per ideation session. This means that the large majority of ideas were coded as paradigm-preserving. Another way to look at that summary of statistics, is that for most participants generating more than one paradigm-modifying idea out of five ideas would be considered a high proportion of paradigm-modifying ideas, but generating zero out of five ideas would be considered a low proportion. Thus, we attempted to identify some cases in which the participants generated a higher proportion of paradigm-modifying ideas in the second ideation session compared to the neutral problem framing session, and other cases in which the participants generated a lower proportion of paradigm-modifying ideas. We also looked for cases in which the participants didn’t change the proportion of paradigm-modifying ideas, since that may indicate the problem framing did not have an influence on that participant.

In addition to examining the positive, negative, or lack of change in number and proportion of paradigm-preserving ideas versus paradigm-modifying ideas, we were also interested in the participants’ perceptions of the influence of the problem statement on the types of ideas they generated. Regardless of whether the participant changed the types of ideas they generated, each participant may or may not have been explicitly aware of the influence of the problem framing. Although not a complete record of participants’ thinking during the ideation session, the reflection questionnaire provided us some data to assess the impact of the problem framing for each individual case. Again, we attempted to identify cases in which the influence of the problem framing was evident in the student’s reflection questionnaire responses and other cases in which there was not evidence that the student was influenced by the problem framing.

With a small sample size, we realized that it was likely not possible to find all the cases that were of interest to us. However, each case that we would be able to identify would provide useful data for helping us to better understand and illustrate the influence of problem framing on the paradigm-relatedness of generated design ideas.
Findings

We identified three cases to explore in more depth. Two of the cases were participants who seemed to be aware of the different problem framings and whose ideas seemed to be actively influenced by those problem framings. One of these two cases was given an adaptively framed problem second and generated more paradigm-preserving ideas in the second session, so we labeled this case as an *Adaptive Shifter*. The other case was given an innovatively framed problem second and generated more paradigm-modifying ideas in the second session, and so we labeled this case as an *Innovative Shifter*. Finally, we chose a third case of a participant who was given an innovatively framed problem second, but although he seemed to be aware of the change in framing, he was not able to generate more paradigm-modifying ideas in the second session. We labeled this case as an *Innovative Non-Shifter*. This last case illustrates how problem framing may not always be successful in influencing the types of ideas that are generated.

*Case 1: Adaptive Shifter*

The first case study, Participant A, was one of the students who received an adaptively framed problem during the second session. We labeled Participant A as an *Adaptive Shifter*. This label may not seem appropriate given that he generated the same proportion of paradigm-preserving ideas in both the neutral framing and the adaptive framing ideation sessions (Table 1). He generated all paradigm-preserving ideas in both ideation sessions, but generated more paradigm-preserving ideas when he received the adaptively framed problem. In addition, there was considerable evidence in his reflection questionnaire that he was actively aware of the adaptive framing and that the framing influenced how he generated his ideas. This is what we would expect because adaptive framing encourages paradigm-preserving ideas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Total concepts</th>
<th>Number of PM concepts</th>
<th>Likert scale (1-7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Participant A’s concept count and reflection questionnaire ranking choices.*
Table 2: Participant A’s Likert scale selections regarding the problem description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Written description encouraged: new ideas (1) – familiar ideas (7)</th>
<th>Amount of information in written description made generating ideas: difficult (1) – easy (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neutral Framing Session

Participant A generated two ideas for the neutral Lids problem statement (Figure 1). His first concept (N1) features a rubber tube that extends over the jar to secure it. The crank can be turned to twist the lid off with one hand while the user’s torso keeps the handle from rotating. Concept N2 is a device that clamps onto the jar’s lid using a crank. The “un-screw” button causes the clamps to rotate to either remove or replace the lid.

![N1 – Rubber tube with crank](image1.png) ![N2 – Crank with button activation](image2.png)

Figure 1: Participant A’s concepts from the neutrally framed Lids problem.

Both of Participant A’s solutions were coded as paradigm-preserving. Neither of the concepts modifies the focus of the problem, introduce uncommon elements, nor disregard any underlying assumptions of the problem. Concept N1 introduces an unusual relationship regarding how the user interacts with the device by requiring them to use their torso to keep the handle from rotating. However, this user-device interaction was not significant enough to be coded paradigm-modifying.
Adaptive Framing Session

Participant A created four concepts for the adaptively framed Snow problem (Figure 2). Concept F1 is a small snowmobile that has a light frame and is powered by solar panels. Concept F2 is skis with “snowmobile-like treads” and is lightweight and easily transportable. Concept F3 is a “sled-like vehicle” controlled by a steering wheel and pedals. Concept F3 also features solar panels, skis, and treads. Finally, concept F4 is a dune buggy that is “adapted for snow with treads in front and skis in back.”

All four ideas were coded as paradigm-preserving. None of them include especially uncommon elements to the context of snow travel, nor do they violate any underlying assumptions of the problem. All of them maintain the focus of traveling on snow. The various uses of treads and skis are not notably significant modifications to the relationships between the elements in each design.

![Concepts from the adaptively framed Snow problem](image)

*Figure 2: Participant A’s concepts from the adaptively framed Snow problem.*

Influence of Framing Discussion

Participant A consistently generated paradigm-preserving ideas across both the neutral and adaptive sessions. This is not surprising because adaptive framing is designed to promote
paradigm-preserving ideas so we would not expect ideas to shift towards paradigm-modifying. However, he did generate more paradigm-preserving ideas in the adaptive framing ideation session compared to the neutral-framing ideation session (4 vs. 2), and so this seems to be some evidence that the problem framing did influence his ideation approach.

Participant A’s reflection responses indicated that he actively sought to design paradigm-preserving concepts and was cognizant of the adaptive framing. In his questionnaire he noted that the written prompt encouraged familiar ideas, selecting 6 on the 1 to 7 Likert scale (Table 2). This is precisely the intent of the adaptive framing. He wrote that the written description of the design task “brought up skis and snowboards, forcing you to think along those lines, getting similar ideas.” As Participant A pointed out, the context paragraph begins by referencing skis and snowboards and then the participants are asked to focus on improving existing designs, so it likely seemed logical to him to adapt the use of skis, an element which is incorporated into three of his four ideas. He seemed to notice the adaptive framing and as a result avoided introducing uncommon elements, keeping the focus strictly on modifying snowboards, skis and sleds. This approach resulted in no paradigm-modifying ideas, an indication that the adaptive framing affected Participant A’s design outcomes.

In describing the problem to a fictitious co-worker Participant A wrote, “Focus on keeping it small, lightweight, and easy to transport, which gets tough when it needs to stay affordable as well.” The design requirements he identifies are all considerations included directly in the adaptive problem statement, which is further evidence he was very aware of the problem statement content. In particular, size, weight, and transportability all influenced Participant A’s designs.

**Case 2: Innovative Shifter**

Participant B is an Innovative Shifter. That is, he was actively aware of the framing change from neutral to innovative, and his concepts from the neutral to innovative framing markedly shifted from mostly paradigm-preserving to mostly paradigm-modifying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Total concepts</th>
<th>Number of PM concepts</th>
<th>Creative</th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Elaborate</th>
<th>Easy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Participant B’s concept count and reflection questionnaire ranking choices.**


Table 4: Participant B’s Likert scale selections regarding the problem description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Written description encouraged: new ideas (1) – familiar ideas (7)</th>
<th>Amount of information in written description made generating ideas: difficult (1) – easy (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neutral Framing Session

During the first ideation session, Participant B generated four concepts for the neutrally framed Snow problem (Figure 3). He described his first concept (N1) as, “Snow stilts. Essentially this idea is just stilts that are designed specifically for walking on snow.” Concept N2 features “spikes to provide traction,” called “snow cleats.” Concept N3 is heated boots, which melt the snow as the user walks forward. Finally, concept N4 is a “snow pogo stick.”

All but one of these concepts were coded as paradigm-preserving. Concepts N1, N2, and N4 do not change the focus of the problem (i.e. an individual traveling on or through snow), nor do they violate any of the assumptions of the problem (e.g. the snow cannot be removed). While concept N4 introduces an uncommon element to the paradigm, namely a pogo stick, the concept preserves the focus and assumptions of the problem. That is, concept N4 is paradigm-preserving.
because it features an individual traveling on snow and the pogo stick’s overall function is not modified despite the change to the design of the base. Concept N3 melts the snow, breaking the assumption that the snow cannot be removed and resulting in a paradigm-modifying classification.

As indicated in his reflection responses, Participant B’s overall impression of his own solution set was that his ideas lacked creativity, diversity, and elaborateness. For example, Participant B noted that he did not believe his ideas were especially creative, rating them a 3 on the Creativity Likert scale (Table 3). Additionally, in describing his concepts he used the phrase “just stilts,” implying he believed the concept was fairly simple or ordinary.

Participant B reflected that it was fairly difficult to come up with ideas, circling a 2 on the Easiness Likert scale (Table 3), and commenting that, “This problem already has solutions and the prompt is too narrow.” It should be noted that the neutral framing does not intend to actively constrain or narrow the problem. Following this comment, he listed a series of design constraints in his own words that he felt made the problem appear narrow or constricted: “unique [sic], easy to use, good uphill, hasn’t been thought of yet.” Both the ease of use and the ability to travel uphill requirements were part of the neutral problem statement that the participant was given. The requirement that the generated concepts must not be thought of or invented yet is an assumption added by the participant. This assumption reappears in his notes regarding how he would describe the problem to a co-worker. To his fictitious co-worker he wrote, “Focus on a solution that is easy to use, effective uphill, and unique. Try to stay away from already invented ideas.” The neutral prompt does not state that the generated concepts must not be based on pre-existing ideas, yet Participant B made it clear he struggled to avoid pre-existing inventions. More importantly, he was aware of the difficulty he experienced in doing so as indicated by his reflection responses. Furthermore, Participant B was aware of an existing solution, which put self-imposed limitations on his solution space. He wrote, “The snow-spiked shoes I was already familiar with, so that idea pretty much predominated my ideas.” These self-imposed restrictions and internalization of the neutral prompt significantly changed for Participant B during the innovatively framed ideation session.

Innovative Framing Session

During the second ideation session, Participant B received an innovatively framed Lids problem statement and generated eight concepts (Figure 4). This is twice the number of concepts as the first session. This larger solution set is also very diverse. It not only includes typical approaches to the Lids problem such as concept F2 featuring a device with blades, but also includes atypical ideas such as F5, which uses an acid marker to draw on the container and erode sections of it. Concept F3 solves the problem by providing the one-armed user with a prosthetic arm. Concept F4 is to break the container by throwing it on the ground. Concept F6 is to pay someone else to open the container. Concept F7 is to invest in companies that will manufacture “push-to-open” containers. Concept F8 is to forget canned food altogether and find an alternate way to store food. Some of Participant B’s concepts are simple yet effective, such as F1, which he described as, “Live with someone. It’s amazing how easy it can be to open a jar if you have someone else do it for you.”
The simple yet effective solutions, such as F1 and F4, contributed to the high percentage of paradigm-modifying ideas for this solution set. Seven of the eight concepts were coded as overall paradigm-modifying. Concept F2 is the only design that preserves the focus, assumptions, elements, and relationships of the problem. The remaining seven concepts solve a larger problem, (e.g. the user is missing an arm), alter an assumption (e.g. the container must be opened independently), introduce an uncommon element (e.g. an acid marker), or introduce an atypical relationship (e.g. acid markers and containers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1 – Live with someone else</th>
<th>F2 – Button &amp; blades device</th>
<th>F3 – Prosthetic arm</th>
<th>F4 – Break on ground</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="F1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="F2" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="F3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="F4" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F5 – Acid marker</th>
<th>F6 – Pay someone</th>
<th>F7 – Invest in “push-to-open” manufacturing companies</th>
<th>F8 – Forget canned food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="F5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="F6" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="F7" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="F8" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4: Participant B’s concepts from the innovatively framed Lids problem (bold borders indicate paradigm-modifying concepts)*

Influence of Framing Discussion

Participant B’s innovative framing reflection responses revealed a drastic shift in perception of his second solution set. He indicated that his second set of ideas were very creative, very diverse, and very elaborate in contrast to perceiving his first set of ideas as not very creative, diverse, nor elaborate (Table 3). Also in contrast to the neutrally framed session, the participant indicated he did not feel influenced by any existing solutions. According to the participant, the written description of the innovatively framed design prompt “encouraged wild ideas.” Feeling much
less constrained with the innovatively framed design statement, Participant B wrote to his fictitious coworker, “get craaaaazaaay [sic] don’t focus on anything. Let your mind wander and let the creative juices flow freely and [illegible].” The drastic increase in number of paradigm-modifying ideas from the neutrally to innovatively framed problem coupled with Participant B’s reflection questionnaires are evidence that a shift occurred in the participant’s ideation experience and that he was cognizant of that shift.

**Case 3: Innovative Non-Shifter**

Participant C is an *Innovative Non-Shifter*, meaning that although he appeared to be aware of the framing change from neutral to innovative, his concepts did not shift from paradigm-preserving to paradigm-modifying when the problem framing changed. We would expect to see shifts towards paradigm-modifying solutions under innovative framing, however Participant C’s ideas remained predominantly paradigm-preserving across both ideation sessions. If anything, his ideas became even more paradigm-preserving given that he had generated one paradigm-modifying idea with the neutral problem framing, but then generated zero with the innovative problem framing.

**Table 5: Participant C’s concept count and reflection questionnaire ranking choices.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Total concepts</th>
<th>Number of PM concepts</th>
<th>Likert scale (1-7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Participant C’s Likert scale selections regarding the problem description.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Written description encouraged: new ideas (1) – familiar ideas (7)</th>
<th>Amount of information in written description made generating ideas: difficult (1) – easy (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neutral Framing Session

Participant C generated four concepts in response to the neutrally framed *Lids* problem (Figure 5). His first concept (N1) is a contraption that secures the can and features a user-operated lever to pull the “pointy gears” into the can. Twisting the lever turns the gears around the can, opening it. Concept N2 uses a sharp syringe with a needle to puncture the can and remove the contents. The participant noted that this design is “only for liquids.” Concept N3 holds the can in place while a traditional can opener on a circular track cuts off the lid. The final concept (N4) uses a spring-loaded blade to chop off the top of the can.

![Concepts](image)

Figure 5: Participant C’s concepts from the neutrally framed Lids problem (the bold border indicates a paradigm-modifying concept).

Of Participant C’s four ideas, only concept N2 was coded as paradigm-modifying. Needles and syringes are uncommon elements that are not typically associated with opening containers or removing lids. Additionally, concept N2 removes the assumption that the lid must be removed...
and instead punctures it and extracts the contents. The other three designs all focus on cutting the lid in relatively common ways, similar to that of a can opener in their use of blades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F1 – Snow mobile sled</th>
<th>F2 – Snow shoes with ice picks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Diagram of Snow mobile sled]</td>
<td>![Diagram of Snow shoes with ice picks]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F3 – Snow paddles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Diagram of Snow paddles]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F4 – Jet sled with sail</th>
<th>F5 – Sled with treads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Diagram of Jet sled with sail]</td>
<td>![Diagram of Sled with treads]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Participant C’s concepts from the innovatively framed Snow problem (this solution set does not include any paradigm-modifying concepts).

Similar to Participant B, Participant C introduced additional constraints to the problem that were not given in the neutral problem statement. For example, in describing the problem to a fictitious co-worker he listed that the device must not be installed to the counter, that it should not require electricity, and that it should have the same cost as a traditional can-opener. None of these were requirements imposed by the neutral problem description because the neutrally framed problem
purposefully includes only enough information to define the context, the need, and the goals of the problem. While Participant B felt the neutral Snow problem he was given was already too narrow, Participant C seemed to indicate that his neutral Lids problem was not narrow enough and required a list of additional constraints to better define the problem.

Innovative Framing Session

Participant C generated five solutions to the innovatively framed Snow problem (Figure 6, previous page). His first concept (F1) is an electric sled with treads, similar to a snow mobile. Next, he generated a snowshoe idea featuring ice picks on the bottom (F2). Concept F3 is a sled with user-operated pedals that drive the “snow paddles.” The participant wrote that the snow paddle axel can be raised to minimize downhill friction, and he also added the comment “two person?” to his idea description. Concept F4 is a jet sled with a rudder and sail for steering. Finally, concept F5 is a sled with treads that the user advances using pedals.

None of Participant C’s ideas in this second solution set were coded as paradigm-modifying. They are all paradigm-preserving because in general they include common elements to snow travel such as snowshoes and sleds, and they do not break any underlying assumptions of the problem statement. Furthermore, they do not shift the focus of the problem away from traveling through snow to solve a larger problem such as removing the snow altogether or bypassing the need to travel in snow at all.

Influence of Framing Discussion

Participant C was cognizant of the framing change during the second session. He wrote that the description of the Snow design task encouraged “radical, new” ideas with “no attention to cost or materials.” The words ‘radical’ and ‘new’ were both bolded in the innovatively framed problem statement, and the participant’s comment about disregard for cost and materials also came directly from the problem statement.

Although Participant C was aware that the Snow problem encouraged new and innovative ideas, he struggled a little with generating concepts, selecting an easiness level of 3 on the 1 to 7 Likert scale (Table 5). To explain his selection he wrote, “most [ideas] have been taken, and most are not easy to learn because humans have been traveling over snow for thousands of years, so we’ve got most of the good ideas figured out.” The innovatively framed problem states “solutions should focus on creating totally new designs or developing totally new ways of approaching the problem.” Participant C seems to treat this as a limitation. Instead of viewing the problem as encouragement to freely generate ideas that may modify the problem paradigm, he may feel that he does not have a good place to begin ideating. Three of his four ideas from the neutral Lids problem had similarities to a can-opener, a common existing solution. Using a can-opener as a benchmark may have been what he needed to begin generating concepts. Based on his comments from the second session, Participant C likely felt he wasn’t allowed to start with a pre-existing “taken” idea, improving upon it or using it to iterate off of. As a result, he had a more difficult time ideating during the second session and the innovative framing did not appear to help him generate paradigm-modifying concepts even though he was cognizant of the framing change.
Discussion

Summary of Findings

Through this study we found that problem framing can indeed influence the paradigm-relatedness of the ideas that students generate. In the cases of both Participant A and Participant B, there was evidence that they were aware of the change in problem framing and that the framing shifted the way they generated ideas. The shift in ideation approach was stark for Participant B, as he was given an innovatively-framed problem and generated many more paradigm-modifying ideas with that framing compared to the neutral framing (7 vs. 1). The shift in ideation approach was harder to quantify for Participant A. He was given an adaptively framed problem, and did generate more paradigm-preserving ideas in that framing compared to the neutral framing (4 vs. 2). However, because he did not generate any paradigm-modifying ideas in either ideation session, there was no change in the proportion of paradigm-preserving ideas. Despite this, evidence from his reflection questionnaire suggested that the difference in problem framing was noticeable and did influence his ideation approach.

We did also find that not all students are influenced by problem framing in the ways that we might expect. Participant C was given an innovatively framed problem, but in that framing generated less paradigm-modifying ideas compared to the neutral framing (0 vs. 1). In that case, we were able to identify possible reasons why a student’s ideas may not shift. In Participant C’s case, it appeared that he was cognizant of the innovative framing, so it was not a matter of simply not recognizing the change in framing. However, Participant C was not able to implement the more innovative ideation approach because he felt that the “totally new ideas” encouraged by the innovative framing already exist. For him, the innovative framing was not straightforward to implement. This suggests that even though students may be cognizant of the intentions of either adaptive or innovative framing, there may be other factors affecting their ability to shift their ideation process. Although our data are not sufficient to conclusively identify those other factors, we can conjecture about some possibilities. For example, students’ background or prior experience in a particular problem context may limit their ability to generate new ideas. As another possibility, a student’s cognitive style may be so strong that their ideation preferences are not easily changed from one situation to the next. That is, they may not be very flexible in their problem solving approach.

Limitations and Future Work

The study we conducted was able to illustrate how problem framing may influence the paradigm-relatedness of ideas. However, because of the small numbers of participants in our sample and the case study approach, we cannot determine the prevalence of these cases. Future work with more participants could help to identify how reliably each problem framing impacts the number and proportion of either paradigm-preserving or paradigm-modifying ideas. More participants may also help to identify other interesting cases. For example, there may cases where the students are not even aware of the difference in problem framing or choose to disregard the framing so that they can pursue whichever approach they naturally prefer.

Another potential issue to consider with this study is about the low numbers of paradigm-modifying ideas throughout the dataset. Since ideas were coded as paradigm-modifying only
20% of the time, it may have been hard to detect some shifts in ideation approach. For example, since most ideas for most participants in the neutral framing are paradigm-preserving, cases like Participant A may be common. Since Participant A generated only paradigm-preserving ideas in both ideation sessions, it was not straightforward to conclude that the adaptive problem framing actually influenced his ideation approach. However, by also considering the reflection questionnaire responses, we were still able to justify that the framing did indeed influence his ideation approach. There may be other cases in which the influence of the framing is harder to detect. One possibility to help with this issue would be to develop finer-grained measures of paradigm-relatedness that could detect more subtle shifts. It may also be helpful to look at some of the sub-codes of paradigm-relatedness rather than simply the overall code.

Future work using alternative methods has the potential to extend and elaborate our findings. For example, one potentially useful study modification could be to give students the same design problem during both sessions, first neutrally framed and then either adaptively or innovatively framed. That would allow us to study shifts that occur after the students had generated their initial ideas for a given problem context. As another example, the reflection questionnaire could be modified to better understand students’ awareness of the influence of the problem framings on their ideation approaches. In the current questionnaire, some of the students’ responses were not articulated well enough to gain a good understanding of their perception of the framing. It may be possible to revise the questionnaire and add more targeted reflection questions, such as asking the participants to more definitively identify whether they were aware of the framing. Although data intensive, another possibility would be to have students think aloud while generating their ideas.

Our goal for the present study was to focus on the influence of problem framing on the paradigm-relatedness of ideas. Our framing manipulation approach was intentionally aligned with paradigm-relatedness and so it was on that measure that we expected to see changes. The influence of framing on other measures of ideation would also be worth pursuing and may yield interesting findings. In our other work we have investigated the different factors that may influence the variety of ideas students generate. In our future work, we will also analyze the quality of ideas, which may very well be the most critical metric for successful ideation.

Conclusion

The cases we studied help us identify when a student’s ideas shift with respect to a design problem paradigm. We now know that just detecting a change in proportion or quantity of paradigm-modifying or paradigm-preserving ideas is not always enough to understand the shifts that take place. We also have to look at where the student’s ideation approach started under neutral framing and look at their perception of the framing, which we analyzed using the reflection questionnaires. As a result, the reflection questionnaires were crucial in understanding the effects of framing on paradigm-relatedness. Our case studies also revealed the importance of quantifying shifts in both directions, towards paradigm-modifying and towards paradigm-preserving. While paradigm-preserving shifts were more difficult to detect, in our future work we will be exploring other methods of identifying and quantifying both types of shifts.

Overall, our study provided some evidence that problem framing can influence paradigm-relatedness of generated ideas. The reported cases for both adaptive framing and innovative
framing illustrate how modifying problem statements can encourage designers to adopt a different ideation approach than their neutral approach, and thus generate design ideas they may not have considered otherwise. As such, problem framing is a tool for encouraging ideation flexibility. In the context of the classroom, it is important to consider how design problems are framed when presented to students because framing can be responsible for shifts in the types of ideas that occur early in the design process. Furthermore, problem framing is a factor of ideation that instructors and designers have control over and can manipulate relatively easily. As a result, problem framing is a promising method for enabling instructors to encourage shifts in paradigm-relatedness that could lead students’ to explore areas of the design solution space they may not normally consider.
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Appendix A – Design Problems

Two design problem contexts were used in the study. As detailed more fully in our prior work\textsuperscript{26}, both problem contexts were adapted from prior design research\textsuperscript{32–34} so that they included three different framings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutral Framing</th>
<th>Lids</th>
<th>Snow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The local rehabilitation center helps to treat thousands of stroke patients each year. Many individuals who have had a stroke are unable to perform bilateral tasks, meaning they have limited or no use of one upper extremity (arm/shoulder). A common issue the hospital has observed with their stroke patients is in their ability to open jars and other lidded food containers. The ability to open lidded food containers is particularly important for patients who are living on their own, in which case they often don’t have help around for even basic tasks. A solution to helping them open lidded food containers with one hand would go along way in helping the patients to maintain their independence. Design a way for individuals who have limited or no use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container with one hand. Develop solutions for this problem. Be sure to write each solution on a different piece of paper, and use drawings to sketch your ideas. It’s important that you do your best and continue working for the full time of the activity.</td>
<td>Today skis and snowboards are widely used as personal transportation tools on snow. But to be able to use them, a lot of skill and experience are required that a user cannot normally learn within one day. Moreover, skis and snowboards cannot run uphill easily. It would be better if there were other options of personal tools for transportation on snow, which still allowed the user to control direction and braking, but did not require much time to learn how to use. Design a way for individuals without lots of skill and experience skiing or snowboarding to transport themselves on snow. Develop solutions for this problem. Be sure to write each solution on a different piece of paper, and use drawings to sketch your ideas. It’s important that you do your best and continue working for the full time of the activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lids</td>
<td>Snow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Adaptive Framing** | Design a way for individuals who have limited or no use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container with one hand. Your solutions should focus on improving existing designs or adapting familiar ways of approaching the problem or similar problems. Consider constraints such as cost and size in your solutions, since patients are often on very tight budgets and generally want items that aren’t going to take up much space in their kitchens. Also think about how the solution is powered, since the solution should be able to work manually rather than using electricity, which costs money and is not always reliable.  
Develop solutions for this problem. Focus on developing practical solutions. Try to develop solutions that are cost-effective and immediately workable.  
(Same instructions as in the neutral framing) |
| **Snow** | Design a way for individuals without lots of skill and experience skiing or snowboarding to transport themselves on snow. Your solutions should focus on improving existing designs or adapting familiar ways of approaching the problem or similar problems. Consider constraints such as weight and size in your solutions, so users could carry it and be able to bring it with them in their car. Also think about how the solution is powered given that it should make it easier for people to go up hill as well as downhill, but should also be reasonably affordable.  
Develop solutions for this problem. Focus on developing practical solutions. Try to develop solutions that are cost-effective and immediately workable.  
(Same instructions as in the neutral framing) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Lids</strong></th>
<th><strong>Snow</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative</strong></td>
<td>Design a way for individuals who have limited or no use of one upper extremity to open a lidded food container with one hand. <strong>Your solutions should focus on creating totally new designs or developing totally new ways of approaching the problem.</strong> Don’t be concerned about a particular cost or size of your solution, and feel free to choose any sort of power source that you desire, as those sorts of constraints might be able to be worked out in the future. Develop solutions for this problem. Focus on developing <strong>radical</strong> solutions. Try to develop solutions without concern for cost or immediate workability. (Same instructions as in the neutral framing)</td>
<td>Design a way for individuals without lots of skill and experience skiing or snowboarding to transport themselves on snow. <strong>Your solutions should focus on creating totally new designs or developing totally new ways of approaching the problem.</strong> Don’t be concerned about a particular size or weight of your solution, and feel free to choose any materials you desire, as those sorts of constraints might be able to be worked out in the future. Develop solutions for this problem. Focus on developing <strong>radical</strong> solutions. Try to develop solutions without concern for cost or immediate workability. (Same instructions as in the neutral framing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B – Post-Activity Reflection Questionnaire

Section 1

1. On a scale from 1 to 7, how creative do you feel that your ideas were?
   
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7
   Not creative  Neutral  Very creative

2. On a scale from 1 to 7, how diverse, or different from each other, do you feel that your ideas were?
   
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7
   Not diverse  Neutral  Very diverse

3. On a scale from 1 to 7, how elaborate, detailed, or “fleshed-out,” do you feel that your ideas were?
   
   1  2  3  4  5  6  7
   Not elaborate  Neutral  Very elaborate

4. What existing solutions for this particular design problem were you aware of or familiar with prior to this activity that may have influenced the solutions you came up with? Please explain.

Section 2

5. Imagine that you asked a co-worker to generate additional solution ideas for this same design problem. In a few sentences, explain to your co-worker what to focus on when coming up with their own solution ideas.
Section 3

6. On a scale from 1 to 7, how easy or difficult was it for you to come up with design ideas?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very difficult Neutral Very easy

7. Please explain your choice for the previous question. What made it easy or difficult for you to come up with design ideas?

Section 4

8. On a scale from 1 to 7, how much did the written description of the design task encourage you to come up with design ideas that were familiar versus ideas that were new?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The written description encouraged very new ideas The written description didn’t encourage one sort of idea or another The written description encouraged very familiar ideas

9. Think about the written description of the design task. What kinds of ideas (if any) do you feel the description encouraged or discouraged you to come up with? Please explain.

10. On a scale from 1 to 7, how much did the amount of information given in the written description of the design task make it easy or difficult for you to come up with design ideas?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The amount of information made it very difficult for me The amount of information didn’t affect me either way The amount of information made it very easy for me